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LANDSCAPE LIGHTING SYSTEM.
CONCEPT.

The idea is not just ensure a low light
level free of any glare disturbance to
make secure and comprehensive the
access to the house, but place a lightin
system that will provide to the users "an
subtle experience".
I suggested a lighting system for the
exterior that will be adapted to a normal
using, through a gentle wash of light of
the surfaces concentrated in the 'hot
points' and also a lighting system which
will allow for a higher demanding in
special events, such a social events or
workshops organized where welcoming
guests (or students).

2 different circuits will control
the light fittings in both
situations.

Normal scenario:

- 2 main light fittings
located on top of the
small walls will provide a
nice diffused light.

- a group of 4 lights located
at the top of each group
of steps will ensure the
safety of the motion
through a low level of
light, washing with light
the horizontal surfaces
and the surrounded
vegetation.

- That separation of the
location of the fittings will
provide a suggestive
"play" with lights and
shadows.

- Ligting System is based on
indirect light.

- WT1 and WT2
(transformers) will be
placed counting on
minimizing voltage drop.

NON DIMABLE LIGHTING CIRCUIT

POWER SUPPLY ON WALL

POINT OF LIGHT CONTROL

200deg MOTION SENSOR

CONECTION BOX - IP RATED

POWER SUPPLY LED / DRIVER

Ex1

SURFACE MOUNTED

LED - UP/DOWN LIGHT

SURFACE MOUNTED LED

LANTERN - DOWNLIGHT

SPOTLIGHT ON SPIKE

LED - ACCENT LIGHT

SURFACE MOUNTED LED

UPLIGHTING CEILING

IP RATED SURF. MOUNT.

LED - DOWNLIGHT

Ex2

Ex3

Ex4

L3.1

MODIFIED ON: 2015/02/23

WIREWOUND TRANSF. 200VA
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Social event.
In that case, where the light plays a more important role in the reception and warm welcoming to
the visitors, the perception of couple of majestic trees will be enhance with some projectors
strategically located lighting up them but avoiding any glare disturbances.
Apart form that, 2 light fittings will be located in the main entrance of the house and its facade and
they will fulfilled with diffused and indirect light the whole area.
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